
The Locator Satellite Viasat Runtracker, chosen by viaair.it, is an extremely interesting tool both for the aircrafts to use 
private and for the management  of  fleets, for instance of Organizations / Aeroclubs  or Schools of flight. The services, 
result of the collaboration between Viasat and viaair.it, allow to monitoring the flight of the aircraft in real time. The 
data collected  will be stored in the servers Viasat.  By  the WebConsole is possible to know for every single aircraft 
the position in real time, the altitude  (MSL m / ft), the elevation from the ground (m/ft) and the speed (GS ground 
speed). In addition  with the monitoring of the events , they can be detected : crash, overcoming of the 2g of 
acceleration (Heavy landing , unusual moves) and movement of the aircraft on the apron with the engine switched off.

On-board equipment                                             .
Control unit                    GPS satellite locator                
Runtracker                     GSM/GPRS/SMS communication system  
                                  External GPS/GSM antennas    
                Rechargeable NiMh 800mA battery   
                SIM card GSM/GPRS 

Kit type                                                                                   ..
3 Cords power cable         Connects the unit to three different power supply types 

(+30,+ 31,+15).
Technical specifications                                      .
Microprocessor      ARM 7 (Freescale MAC7121)
GSM Module        GSM/GPRS Quad Band Class 10 (Motorola)  
GPS Module            20 Channels (SIRF Star III)
GSM Antenna         External
GPS Antenna           External
serial interface             1 serial port  RS 232 / 1 serial port TTL
Backup Battery            800 mAh NiMH rechargeable 
Diagnostic                    Led Two-coloured (cable MMIR)
Power source               7 ÷ 32 Vdc
Operational temperature range                    -20 ÷ +85°C
External Dimensions                             115x90x35 mm
Communication to Operating center
Via GPRS with TCP/IP protocol or UDP/IP, via GSM CSD or SMS.
Installation                                Fixing through screws
Activation and Test                      Through CSD call from the operating center
FW update                                     OTA via GPRS or GSM CSD
Archive memory                                 Up to 8192

Runtracker by Viasat & viaair.it for a simple 
and effective management of fleets of 
aircrafts. 
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Functionalcharacteristics                                              .                          .
Recording crossed                            Events of Key on / Key off / monitoring, Distance and overcoming 2 g with  

event Crash
Configuration device             From remote: via GPRS and via GSM CSD or SMS
Alarm autotarget                Alarm produced toward the Plant if it is detected a movement by 

accelerometers and cells GSM with no signal GPS
Event border        The device point out  the change of nation based on the signal GSM
Alarm wires cut and the low battery Sending the report to  Central if the main power is cut off and / or if the  
battery voltage of the vehicle drops below a certain threshold 
Maintenance        The device, whether in maintenance, generates events to the plant  on the 

basis of configuration. The entry and exit from the Maintenance is indicated in 
plant  and can be obtained from Plant itself or from affiliated phone 

Double Keep Alive Message sent periodically  at the plant, regardless of the operation of the  
vehicle or just to key off 

Low battery device If the device backup battery is a minimum threshold, the device sends a  
signaling in plant.

Alarm Targets The Terminal  manages up to 10 targets to notice the entry and the exit from 
certain areas.

Alarm speed threshold The device  sends a signal every time  overcome and/or  due back  a   
threshold of speed configurable.
Transmission TCP/ UDP and 
data CSD/SMS                                       you can configure the alarms to the plant to transmit in each mode (TOP UDP 
CSD and SMS), also as a backup in the absence of the main line connection. You 
can also define a column for calls to different front-end.
APN home/roaming You can set a different management  of the opening of APN  according to the 
GSM recording in home or roaming
Function calendar Transmission of all alarms to the plant qualifies for a weekly time slot 

configurable in which are manifested
Events diagnostic The device records and transmits various information regarding the operation 

(power supply voltages, signal quality and number of Gps received satellites, 
Gps antenna, power and backup battery temperature, ...)

Autodownload historic Logging events in the internal memory and subsequent discharge to 
the plant every N samples stored.
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